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BOARD OF EDUCATION
Portland Public Schools
STUDY SESSION
February 3, 2015

Note: Those wishing to speak before the School Board should sign the public comment sheet prior to the start of
the meeting. No additional speakers will be accepted after the sign-in sheet is removed, but testifiers are
welcome to sign up for the next meeting. While the School Board wants to hear from the public, comments must
be limited to three minutes. All those testifying must abide by the Board’s Rules of Conduct for Board meetings.
Public comment related to an action item on the agenda will be heard immediately following staff presentation on
that issue. Public comment on all other matters will be heard during the “Public Comment” time.
This meeting may be taped and televised by the media.

AGENDA

1.

PUBLIC COMMENT

7:00 pm

2.

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE REPORT

7:20 pm

3.

2015-16 BUDGET AND UPDATE:
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION RATES AND
HIGH SCHOOL ACTION TEAM UPDATE

7:35 pm

4.

UPDATE: TALENTED AND GIFTED

8:30 pm

5.

UPDATE: EQUITY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

9:15 pm

6.

BUSINESS AGENDA

10:00 pm

7.

ADJOURN

10:15 pm

Portland Public Schools Nondiscrimination Statement
Portland Public Schools recognizes the diversity and worth of all individuals and groups and their
roles in society. The District is committed to equal opportunity and nondiscrimination based on
race; national or ethnic origin; color; sex; religion; age; sexual orientation; gender expression or
identity; pregnancy; marital status; familial status; economic status or source of income; mental or
physical disability or perceived disability; or military service.

Board of Education Informational Report
MEMORANDUM
Date:

1/28/15

To:

Members of the Board of Education

From:

Antonio Lopez, Assistant Superintendent, Office of School Performance

Subject:

Graduation and Completion Rate Data & Early Warning System Update

This Memorandum provides an overview of the high school graduation and completion
data, an update on the Early Warning Systems work with a focus on the broader context
of our college and career readiness plan. It highlights how we have been implementing
the recommendations of the High School Action Team in relationship to the work
established by the high school graduation initiative project within the reconnection
services department previously under Multiple Pathways.
High School Action Teams during the 2013-14 school year were comprised of teachers,
parents, students, community members, principals, and board members. The Teams
were charged with coming up with recommendations in five areas:
 Attendance
 College and Career Readiness
 9th Grade Outcomes
 High School Alignment/Early Warning Systems
 Mentorship
The Early Warning System committee recommendations require the implementation of
a systemic approach that:
 Sounds the alarm sooner
 Consistent elements of intervention
 Personalization and
 Aligns between middle school and high school
The Office of College and Career Readiness is developing a 3 -5 year strategic
roadmap that systemically aligns all five areas. For the February 3rd board meeting, we
are featuring an update and overview of our 2013-14 graduation and completion rates
and the work of the early warning systems committee. The presentation will show the

intersection between the initiatives and the high school action team committee
recommendations.
High School Graduation and Completion Data Overview
 New State Modified Diploma Graduation Guidelines
 High School four and five year cohort graduation rates
 High School four and five year completion rates
 Graduation and completion data disaggregated by race, ethnicity, gender and
other groups
 Graduation and completion data disaggregated by school, including alternative
schools
Early Warning Systems
 Work leading to Early Warning System Implementation
 Define Early Warning Systems
 High School Graduation Initiative Project overview & impact
 Early Warning Systems Continuum of Services
 New Reporting and Family Communication Tools
 Early Warning System engagement Strategies
Enclosed are graduation and completion rate data, as well as Early Warning System
and Re-Engagement Guides. The guides enclosed were produced out of Johns
Hopkins University and The Millennium Group with funds provided from the U.S.
Department of Education, with a contribution from a technical working group, that
included our Director of Early Warning System, Jocelyn Bigay-Salter. These
publications affirm the direction the District and Board are moving toward and also
highlight the recommendations set forth by the High School Action Team. The Office of
College and Career Readiness is aligning early warning systems to best practices
referenced in this guide. These include, but are not limited to:





Early warning indicators
Early warning system reports
Defining the population
Implementation of systemic infrastructure that incorporates:
o Outreach & Attendance Coordinators
o Social/Emotional Support
o Continued Reconnection Services

We are designing a sustainable and collaborative school level approach that functions
as a continuum of services to support all students from prevention to reengagement.

Keeping Students on Track to Graduation
The high school dropout crisis has significant economic and social consequences: lost income for
individuals, difficult labor markets for communities, a lack of civic participation, lost revenue for
the U.S. economy and a threat to global market competitiveness. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop a system to respond early and engage students in school before they drop out.
It may seem that students drop out suddenly, but upon a closer look, warning signs can be
spotted well in advance. In fact, education researchers are finding that students are sending out
warning signals years before they leave school. In the early 2000s, researchers set out to find
those factors most predictive of students dropping out of school.* What they found were three
consistent indicators, regardless of student gender, race, socioeconomics, and other
demographics: Attendance, Behavior and Course Performance
Attendance
 Missing 20 days or being absent 10 percent of school days
 Missing 5 consecutive days
Behavior
 Two or more mild or more serious behavior incidents
Course Performance
 An inability to read at grade level by the end of third grade
 Failure in English or math in sixth through ninth grade
 A GPA of less than 2.0
 Two or more failures in ninth grade courses
 Failure to earn on‐time promotion to the tenth grade
Portland Public Schools currently tracks these indicators as a part of its data system. One of the
objectives of the Early Warning System is to provide accessible, relevant and timely data reports
to the schools in order for Student Intervention Teams (SIT Teams) to easily identify students
who are off track, and intervene early with the appropriate support services.
As we move toward implementing an Early Warning System we have begun the process of
instituting SIT Teams in collaboration with Rick Kirschmann, Program Director of Support School
Discipline, from the Office of Equity & Partnerships. We are in the process of training Student
Intervention Teams, similar to the Hillsboro CARE Teams, three of our high schools: Franklin,
Jefferson and Roosevelt.
Each school is unique and has a number of student support services specific to its community.
The SIT Team’s role is to fully understand and know the support services and interventions
available to the students and families in their buildings. This knowledge allows the SIT Team and
staff to fully leverage the interventions to address the barriers and challenges that face students
before they enter or after they leave the classroom. This model also allows for school personnel
to consider student needs by name.
Keeping students on track to graduation and beyond is a shared goal and priority among school
staff, support service providers/community partners and families. The involvement and
*Balfanz, R., Hornig Fox, J., Bruce, M., Bridgeland, J. (Nov 2011) On Track for Success, The Everyone
Graduates Center at Johns Hopkins University and Civic Enterprises

collaboration of all of these stakeholders will enable us to better culturally support students and
families to succeed in school.

*Balfanz, R., Hornig Fox, J., Bruce, M., Bridgeland, J. (Nov 2011) On Track for Success, The Everyone
Graduates Center at Johns Hopkins University and Civic Enterprises

PREVIEW 2013-14 4- and 5-year grad and completion rates: All Students by
Subgroup
Students entering high school in 2010-11 formed the 2013-14 4-year graduating cohort.
Students entering high school in 2009-10 formed the 2013-14 5-year graduating cohort.
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Beginning in the 2013-14 reporting year, Graduation includes Modified and Regular Diplomas.
Completion includes Extended and Adult Diplomas as well as GEDs.
tjackso1@pps.net
X63076
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PREVIEW 2013-14 4- and 5-year grad and completion rates: All Students by School
Students entering high school in 2010-11 formed the 2013-14 4-year graduating cohort.
Students entering high school in 2009-10 formed the 2013-14 5-year graduating cohort.

Benson
179
153
85%
157
88%
225
202
90%
211
Cleveland
419
349
83%
365
87%
400
353
88%
371
Franklin
325
281
86%
289
89%
331
301
91%
315
Grant
374
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90%
343
92%
414
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91%
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Jefferson
113
75
66%
79
70%
115
88
77%
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180
127
71%
139
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Wilson
2647
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85%
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2324
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Total
Accountable Alternatives: MLC, Alliance and Charter Schools
Alliance
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21%
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MLC
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21
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29
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38%
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46
32%
68
20
13
65%
15
75%
25
17
68%
23
Trillium
Students not assigned to accountable school (including students whose last accountable enrollment was Marshall campus)
339
30
Unassigned
9%
108
32%
450
62
14%
218
District Totals
Total
3318
2336
70%
2517
76%
3467
2516
73%
2836
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2009-10 cohort 4-year rates
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Beginning in the 2013-14 reporting year, Graduation includes Modified and Regular Diplomas.
Completion includes Extended and Adult Diplomas as well as GEDs.
tjackso1@pps.net
X63076
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PREVIEW 2013-14 4- and 5-year grad and completion rates: By
Race and Gender
Students entering high school in 2010-11 formed the 2013-14 4-year graduating cohort.
Students entering high school in 2009-10 formed the 2013-14 5-year graduating cohort.
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PREVIEW 2013-14 4-year cohort grad rate: all students and subgroup breakdown
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7
7

0
2

0%
29%
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1 25%

7

4
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30
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0%
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3
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Accountable Alternatives: Alliance and Charter Schools
Alliance
126
27 21%
58
12 21%
LEP
149
57 38%
78
32 41%
Trillium
20
13 65%
9
6 67%

89% 144
75% 164
82% 198
88% 117
61%
87
89%
75
71% 225
75%
12
44% 178
82% 108
78% 1308

Grads

12
6

Grads

7 22%
11 37%

Grad
Rate

32
30

Grads

23 92%
106 95%
46 94%
93 96%
8 100%
113 99%
21 88%
9 90%
13 68%
71 97%
503 95%

79% 112 100
91% 205 154
93% 187 153
92% 174 153
71%
51
31
92% 189 168
80% 139
98
84%
12
9
65% 114
50
92% 171 140
87% 1354 1056

121
115
169
99
62
58
166
7
97
81
975

TAG

25
112
49
97
8
114
24
10
19
73
531

85%
67
53
83% 214 195
86% 138 128
90% 200 183
66%
62
44
91% 207 191
75% 158 126
81%
25
21
53%
94
61
87% 165 151
82% 1330 1153

Cohort

Special Ed

79%
64%
78%
70%
36%
74%
59%
83%
38%
53%
63%

Grad
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45
32
5
28
33
5
17
23
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Economically
Disadvantaged

Male
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All Students
Comprehensi
ve High
Schools
Benson
179 153
Cleveland
419 349
Franklin
325 281
Grant
374 336
Jefferson
113
75
Lincoln
396 359
Madison
297 224
MLC
37
30
Roosevelt
208 111
Wilson
336 291
Total 2684 2209

Program Membership

District Totals
Total 3318 2336
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PREVIEW 2013-14 4-year cohort grad rate: all students and subgroup breakdown
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PREVIEW 2013-14 4-year cohort grad rate: all students and subgroup breakdown

Historically Underserved Groups
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83%
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6
3
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Schools
Benson
179 153
Cleveland
419 349
Franklin
325 281
Grant
374 336
Jefferson
113
75
Lincoln
396 359
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297 224
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37
30
Roosevelt
208 111
Wilson
336 291
Total 2684 2209

Grad
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All Students

Cohort

Historically
Underserved
Races

83% 155 130
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85% 217 185
85% 135 115
66% 102
68
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96
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16
10
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77% 124
94
73% 1453 1085

Accountable Alternatives: Alliance and Charter Schools
Alliance
126
27 21%
39
3
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149
57 38%
64 18 28%
Trillium
20
13 65%
6
4 67%
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71%
85%
85%
67%
81%
73%
63%
53%
76%
75%
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16 16%
43 36%

15

9 60%

Students not assigned to accountable school (including students whose last accountable enrollment was Marshall campus)
30
26 10%
Unassigned 339
9% 145 12 8% 254
District Totals
Total 3318 2336
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2009-10 Cohort 4-Year Graduation Rates
Total 3424 2291 67% 1083 592 55% 2170 1231 57%
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Board of Education Informational Report
MEMORANDUM
Date:

January 29, 2015

To:

Members of the Board of Education

From:

Melissa Goff

Subject:

Talented and Gifted Education Update

This Memorandum provides an update on the Talented and Gifted (TAG) program. The
TAG staff and the TAG Parent Advisory Council (TAGAC) have been collaborating over
the past two years on improving educational service to our Talented and Gifted
students, utilizing various sources of data, including a survey administered to TAG
families in 2013. This work includes a commitment to equity of access for
underrepresented students within Portland Public Schools’ TAG population. The
TAGAC representatives are joining us to share their recommendations for improvement
in TAG services. Office of Teaching and Learning staff will provide the Board with an
update on the work that has been done to address these recommendations, including
next steps to continue our collaboration.
Through monthly meetings with TAGAC, Portland Public Schools has been reviewing
current practice and identifies opportunities for improvement of our service to students
and families.
As of January 2015, the TAG department has hired a full time (1.0 FTE) TAG Program
Director to support the work of our TAG teachers on special assignment. We are
currently hiring for 2 vacant TAG teachers on special assignment to provide instructional
resource and professional development support to teachers. Potential budget
implications for 2015-2016 include expansion of teachers on special assignment,
purchase of instructional resources for teachers to better differentiate (particularly in the
area of mathematics), and investment in assessment tools affording teachers and
families more precise information about individual student strengths and areas of
growth,
The next steps identified to support the work identified are:


Review TAG identification and acceleration Board policies and administrative
directives through and equity lens.





Review and procure digital learning resources to support differences in rate and
level of learning.
Review with Strategic Planning and Performance current reporting of TAG data
and potential improvements.
Provide Board with comprehensive update in Talented and Gifted services and
performance in Fall 2015.

ATTACHMENTS
March 1, 2013 Letter to TAG Families
Full Results of 2012 TAG Parent Survey
Estimate of TAG Students Using Lottery to Search for TAG Services
Additional Information on ACCESS Academy Growth
2013-14 Reading Gains by Income & Ethnicity
2013-14 Math Gains by Income & Ethnicity
January 7, 2015, Education Week, “Differentiation Doesn’t Work”
Winter 2011, Education Next, “All Together Now?”
2012, Teaching Gifted Kids in Today’s Classroom, 3rd edition, “Grouping Gifted
Students for Learning”
Board Policy 4.10.032-P
Administrative Directive 4.10.033-AD
Board Policy 4.20.010-P
Board Policy 6.10.015-P
Board Policy 2.10.010-P
August 2014, Quality Education Model Final Report, p.49
January 27, 2015, Education Week, “Differentiation Does, in Fact, Work”
NCTM Access and Equity in Mathematics Education Position Statement
February 16, 2012, TAG Timelines for Grade Acceleration and Single Subject
Acceleration in Mathematics
Criteria for Student Placement in Compacted Math

1/29/2015

TAG parent Advisory Council (TAGAC)
Charge (TAGAC Bylaws)
● Review aspects of the Portland Public Schools Talented and Gifted
program
● Make recommendations to TAG Administrator, Superintendent and
School Board
Makeup
• Members: 11 parent members (1 open seat)
 6 additional seats available to facilitate recruiting member diversity
• Active Committees: Differentiation, Equity, Communications
● Monthly Tuesday meetings, lively discussions with PPS representatives
and parent guests
1

Our Values
All students deserve a challenging education
o Let students reach full potential
o Meet all students’ rate and level of learning
o Every student should make academic gains during the school year
Equity
o Requires district-wide consistency and transparency
o TAG Services should be provided regardless of race or socioeconomic status
o TAG services shouldn’t require heroic parental effort
Strong Neighborhood schools...
o
o
o

...Require Strong TAG Services
Neighborhood schools should meet educational needs of 99% of students
It shouldn't be necessary to leave neighborhood school to “search” for TAG
services
2
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1/29/2015

Our Goal
See Oregon Law and PPS Policy be realized consistently, with equity, district-wide
● Oregon TAG law, OAR 581-022-1330(4)
o “The instruction provided to identified students shall be designed to accommodate their
assessed levels of learning and accelerated rates of learning.”
● Board Policy 6.10.015 P - Talented and Gifted Education
o “Curriculum and instruction designed to meet the level and rate of learning of talented
and gifted students is an integral part of this [district’s] commitment.”
● Board Policy 6.10.010 P - Student Achievement
o “A central component of the mission of Portland Public Schools is to “support all students
in achieving their very highest educational and personal potential. …”
● Board Policy 2.10.010 P - Racial Educational Equity Policy
o “...remedy practices … that lead to … the under-representation in programs such as
talented and gifted and Advanced Placement.”
● Board Resolution #4718 - Jefferson PK-8 Cluster Enrollment Balancing
o “...promote strong capture rates and academic programs at every grade level.””

3

TAG Services Not Meeting Needs...
2012 PPS Survey of parents showed high dissatisfaction with TAG services
● Some differences among schools but nothing stood out
● Comments pointed and negative – “There are no TAG services?”
 Survey showed ACCESS Academy effective and appreciated
● Alternative Education program not TAG program
● Limited capacity and growth plan
● Admittance criteria appears vague and opaque


PPS has de-facto SSA which rarely serves students well
● Documentation hidden from parents without informed networks
● Often denied by Principals & discouraged by math TOSA’s
● Inefficient – staff & parent intensive, evaluation may take a year
● National 99th percentile level of mastery too high - Lake Oswego:
80%
4
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...So Families Keep Searching
TAG Parents using lottery system to find better options
● SACET suggests only 11% vs. 13% district TAG (June 2, 2014
Recommendations)
● District-wide TAG testing: 2nd grade
● Elementary School lottery: Kindergarten (vast majority)
● Middle School data: 22% lottery applicants are TAG identified
 “Data show that TAG students transfer through the hardship process more than
the “choice” lottery process.” (SACET Recommendations, March 3,2010, p.8)
Huge wait list for ACCESS – close to 2X for last 3 years
● 2012-13: 113 applicants for 38 slots (75 waitlisted)
● 2013-14: 190 applicants for 80 slots (110 waitlisted)
● 2014-15: 282 applicants for 100 slots (182 waitlisted)
5

“Differentiation Doesn’t Work”
-Education Week, January 7, 2015

PPS Instructional Philosophy
o All teachers should differentiate for all students in all subjects
TAGAC Conclusion
o The wide range of abilities in classrooms mean it is not possible
for all teachers to differentiate for all students in all subjects.
o Narrowing classroom ability range will help make it possible
Evidence
o Parent anecdotes, in person, in survey
o Ongoing educational debate - See References
o Studies: 2008 (teachers), 2010 (ed-school professors):
8 in 10 believe that differentiation is “very” or “somewhat”
difficult to implement.

6
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Equity Concerns
Equity Committee investigating
● Under identification of TAG students by race and SES
● Information dissemination about TAG services
Heroic parent effort often required
● Single Subject Acceleration evaluation and later driving to school
every day
● Solving behavior problems related to student being bored in class
ACCESS Academy lack of growth to admit all qualified students
From 2016-17, 22% openings in 1st grade – before district TAG testing
TAG student achievement gains lower for underserved student groups who
Exceed
7

Themes for Improvements
Offer concrete and effective TAG services at all neighborhood schools
● Adopt best practices from ACCESS Academy and elsewhere
● Offer services consistently and transparently across district
● Teach students at their level
Try to make differentiation feasible
● Narrow range of achievement levels in classrooms.
● Keep classrooms heterogeneous -- different levels, but fewer levels
● Find non-tracking solutions
Improve equity
● Clearly and transparently document TAG services
● Schools and teachers should initiate services to reduce need for parent advocacy
● Encourage teacher discretion to recommend non-identified students for TAG
services
● Gather data for further investigation of equity issues
8
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2013 TAGAC Recommendations
1. Place Elementary and Middle School Students in
Appropriate Level Math and Reading Classes
2. Reform Screening for Single Subject Advancement.
3. Use Flexible Grouping to Narrow Range of
Achievement Levels per Teacher.
4. Eliminate and Repurpose School TAG Budgets.
5. Expand ACCESS Academy.
6. Post AdditionalTAG Statistics on the PPS Website.
9

TAGAC Proposed Model
All Students Evaluated at
Beginning of Year

Student remains
in chronological
grade

>80% score, 1
grade SSA
recommended

More than one
grade level SSA,
evaluated by
district

Students are placed at assessed level. Heterogeneous
classrooms use flexible ability grouping.

99% on
TAG
evaluation,

Possible ACCESS
Admission
10
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Students Study at Their Level
Benefits of Acceleration Well Documented – See“A Nation Deceived”
One grade level advancement available at each school
●
80% content mastery level starting bar
●
Decided at school by teachers and principal

●
●




●
●
●

More than one grade level, follow District Single Subject Acceleration Policy
Evaluate students until level of mastery is reached
Done quickly
Student at 99th percentile achievement may qualify for ACCESS Academy
Successful Examples
Lake Oswego School DIstrict -10% students accelerated
Odyssey Program accelerated school-wide in math until stopped by district
ACCESS Academy evaluates all and accelerates many in math

11

Example of Flexible Ability
Grouping
Current PPS Classroom
6 small ability groups per
room

Ability Grouped Classrooms
3 large ability groups per room

12
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Requests
1. Work with TAGAC to define and adopt SSA Board Policy for 2015-16, as per:
● ODE TAG Corrective Action #7, June 2010 (for PPS resolution of TAG complaint)
● SSA Framework for Mathematics, signed by CAO Carla Randall, October 2010
● Draft Administrative Directive 4.20.XXX AD, October 1, 2010
● TAG Dept memo on SSA Math Timelines, Pat Thompson, February 16, 2012
● Single Subject Acceleration Pathway, September 9, 2013
2. Provide data requested by Measure 6 for 2014-15 (work with TAGAC to refine)
3. DBRAC considers expanding ACCESS to admit all qualified students starting 2017-18
o Different from the current limited expansion plan
4. PPS continue conversation with TAGAC about implementing Recommendations
5. Include TAGAC in broader SACET and DBRAC district discussions on enrollment and
transfer, boundary redefinition, and strengthening neighborhood schools
13
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Board of Education Informational Report
MEMORANDUM
Date:

February 3, 2015

To:

Members of the Board of Education

From:

Lolenzo Poe, Chief Equity & Diversity Officer and Partnership Director

Subject:

Equity Update

This Memorandum provides an informational update on our district-wide Equity work.

RACIAL EQUITY PLAN UPDATE
2013-2014 Equity Plan Year-end Progress Report
On June 13, 2011, Portland Public Schools Racial Educational Equity Policy (2.10.010-P) was
adopted by Resolution No. 4459. This Policy directs the Superintendent to develop action plans
with clear accountability and metrics, including prioritizing staffing and budget allocations, which
will result in measurable results on a yearly basis towards achieving the policy’s stated goals.
These action plans must identify specific staff leads on all key work, and include clear
procedures for district schools and staff. The Superintendent was directed to present the Board
with a plan to implement goals A through F within three months of adoption of this policy.
Thereafter, the Superintendent is to report progress towards these goals at least twice a year,
and will provide the Board with updated action plans each year.
While the Superintendent and her Executive Leadership team are responsible for
execution of the Equity Plan, the Office of Equity was tasked with leading the
development and implementation of the Racial Equity Plan and monitoring District
progress towards equity outcomes.
Attached is the 2013-2014 Annual Equity Work Plan indicating year-end progress through
September 2014.

2014-2015 Annual Equity Plan
Also attached is the 2014-2015 Annual Equity Work Plan which outlines key equity work
currently underway this school year.

Equity Key Performance Indicators
Portland Public Schools has committed to significantly changing its practice in order to achieve
and maintain racial equity in education. Progress towards racial equity is ultimately measured
by the District’s ability to eliminate the racial predictability in student achievement across the
Milestones Framework.
The PPS Equity Key Performance Indicators were developed to provide another system-level
measure of progress towards racial equity in Portland Public Schools. The seven KPIs identify
racial opportunity gaps in our system that we believe contribute to disparities in student
achievement.
The seven indicators measure:
1) Overrepresentation of students of color who do not advance at least one tier in K-3
reading
2) Overrepresentation of students of color in Special Education
3) Overrepresentation of students of color experiencing exclusionary discipline
4) Underrepresentation of students of color in Talented & Gifted (TAG)
5) Underrepresentation of students of color in AP, IB & dual credit courses
6) Underrepresentation of teachers of color compared to the student population
7) % of contract dollars paid to minority-owned businesses
Attached is a more detailed description of the KPIs along with graphic representation of
KPIs #1-6. For each of the KPIs, the graphs visualize over- and under- representation of
students by race/ethnicity over a period of time. The KPIs have been updated to reflect 20132014 data.
KPIs #1 and #7 are still in progress. Regarding KPI #1, we will have district-wide K-3 DIBELS
data this year. Regarding KPI #7, we are currently in the process of purchasing and
implementing tracking software which will enable us to track and report contract dollars paid to
minority-owned businesses.

COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH FOR EQUITY (CARE) OVERVIEW
The Board presentation will highlight our CARE program which is being implemented districtwide:
CARE School Teams consist of racially conscious teacher leaders who participate in
collaborative classroom research to discover, develop, document, deliver, and disseminate
culturally relevant learning and teaching practices. The CARE Team accelerates
responsiveness to the learning needs of students who are historically in the lowest performing
student groups (African American, Latino, American Indian, Alaska Native, Pacific Islander and
Southeast Asian students). CARE teachers, working in collaboration with the principal and
Equity/CARE TOSA, and supported by their Equity Team, improve learning for students of color,
increasing school-wide achievement.
In collaboration with the school administrator, the CARE Team explicitly and intentionally
designs, plans and delivers culturally relevant pedagogical practices that improve engagement
Page 2 of 3

and achievement for underserved students of color. Each CARE Team includes a school
administrator, CARE teachers, and an Equity/CARE TOSA each with a unique set of
responsibilities, as described below:
•

Identify focal students of color currently in their classrooms

•

Engage in learning and personal reflection to deepen understanding of Critical Race
Theory and culturally relevant pedagogy

•

Identify, examine, and “de-center” the role and presence of whiteness in their own lives
and classrooms

•

Use CARE frameworks to plan, design, and teach CARE lessons

•

CARE Pre-Observation, Observation, and De-Brief, using the Cycle of Inquiry.

•

Monitor progress of focal students

•

Make anecdotal notes during CARE lessons; record reflections on teaching CARE lessons
(areas of strength/growth needed), and adjust lesson planning/design accordingly

•

Maintain ongoing record of reflections on own growth and development as a culturally
relevant teacher, sharing with CARE Team members during regularly scheduled meetings
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2013-2014 PPS Annual Equity Work Plan
Year-End Progress Update

Progress Key
Indicates "On track"
Indicates "Generally on track with considerations"
Indicates "Behind schedule"
Indicates "n/a"

Please note: due to changes in leadership this year, those in "Lead" and "Sponsor" roles may have changed. Names that appear in parentheses are those who were in charge of the work throughout
the 2013-2014 school year but are no longer serving in those role(s). Those listed who are not in parentheses are now responsible for the stated work.
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2013-2014 PPS Annual Equity Work Plan
Year-End Progress Update

Teaching & Learning

1

Priority Strategy
Ensure students of color have both
access to and success in the core
program: eliminate over-identification
of students of color for special
education and remedial classes, and
under-identification of students of color
for talented and gifted services and
college credit bearing courses.

2013-2014 Action

Year-End Intended
Outcome

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
All the focus and priority schools
Greg Wolleck
have a Comprehensive Assessment (Kimberly Matier)
Plan that is mandated by the state. (Willa Campbell)
All non-focus/priority are using
Indistar assessment to do a self
assessment. Self assessment to be
completed before Winter break.
Draft of their CAP will be due in
March.

Sponsor

(1) Implement the Successful Schools
Establish an overarching
Framework (SSF) to operationalize research- framework with common
based strategies to close achievement gaps vocabulary & methodology
for students of color.
across the District. Ensure
schools effectively plan for
and assess progress towards
racial equity.

The Successful Schools
Framework was developed
by Academic Cabinet and
shared with District
leadership.

(2) Review with counselors racialized
enrollment data in college credit bearing
courses by high school.

Fall 2014 course enrollment
reflects 1:1 relative rate of
enrollment. First progress
grades of 2013-2014 show
1:1 relative rate of passing
college credit bearing
courses.

2013-2014 college credit
Forecasting data indicates
bearing course enrollment 1:1 relative rate of
data (racially disaggregated) enrollment of students of
color to white students in
college credit bearing
courses.

Data reviewed with counselors. In
2013-2014, 8.3% of students who
took at least one AP, IB or dualcredit class were Black, up from
6.5%. 12.1% were Hispanic, up
from 11.5% the previous year.

Tammy Jackson

Harriet Adair
(Sue Ann Higgens)

(3) Redesign the instructional professional
development model in order to provide
integrated supports so teachers can provide
all students with rigorous instruction that is
culturally and linguistically responsive.
Eliminate departmental silos in order to
provide a more integrated approach.

Newly developed, integrated
professional development
model ready for
implementation in 2014-2015
school year.

Surveys indicated
dissatisfaction with current
professional development
model.

Each school selected a PD planning Ewan Brawley
team to attend the BP Institutes in (Kimberly Matier)
August. Schools chose 4-5 modules
from the Best Practices Institute to
roll out as part of their professional
development plan this year based
on their specific needs and
priorities. These teams have been
assigned designated OTL staff
(from ICA, DLI and ESL) to meet
with them to help plan and support
the implantation of the new learning.
The level of support is differentiated
as Heavy Coaching, Light Coaching
and Consultancy based on the
specific needs of the school.

Melissa Goff
(Sue Ann Higgens)
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For 2014-2015, all schools
will develop SIPs around
components of the SSF
using the Indistar
assessment & action
planning tool.

"Best Practices Institute"
kick-off conferences hosted
in August for all schools.
Conference is highly
attended and feedback
indicates a more effective
model.

Antonio Lopez
Melissa Goff
Harriet Adair
(Sue Ann Higgens)

2013-2014 PPS Annual Equity Work Plan
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Teaching & Learning

1

2013-2014 Action
Priority Strategy
Ensure students of color have both
(4) Intervention Resource Team (IRT)access to and success in the core
ensuring supports are in place prior to
program: eliminate over-identification moving to a more restrictive setting.
of students of color for special
education and remedial classes, and
under-identification of students of color
for talented and gifted services and
college credit bearing courses.

2 Partner with culturally-specific

community organizations to provide
culturally-responsive supports for
students and families of color.

Year-End Intended
Outcome

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

Decrease in students of color Number of students of color Process for getting support
moving to restrictive settings. referred to IRT
has been completely
revamped with the goal of
using data to mobilize more
efficientyl and earlier.
Implementation begins
September 2014. Reflective
practice survey used
(google form) to track
progress.

(5) Special Education to work with ESL to
complete revision of pre-referral process.

Pilot implementation begins
and IT begins specs for
incorporating process as part
of Synergy.

(1) Contract with five culturally specific
organizations (SEI, BPI, Latino Network,
NAYA and IRCO) to provide appropriate
family engagement supports aimed at
increasing home-to-school and school-tohome communication as well as fostering
learning at home.

Increased home-to-school
Schools identified to receive All contractors fully
and school-to-home
services.
implementing program
communication & learning at
components.
home for students in target
schools.

Research best practices to
develop and implement a
standard process used
district-wide to match
students to appropriate level
of tiered instruction and
intervention.
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Process and forms are
vetted by larger OTL
department and then
approved for pilot
implementation.

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
All stakeholder groups have been Ed Krankowski
informed about restructure. Redesign is being implemented fully.
Triggers are established, data is
now processed through a cycle of
inquiry and action, and supports are
mobilized based on data. Lastly, a
reflective practice survey was
vetted at the Courageous
Conversations Summit, and
innovations were made based on
feedback from the Summit
attendees.

Next steps: Provide building-level
training and collaborate with IT to
incorporate into Synergy.

Van Truong
Mary Pearson

Contractors implemented program Dunya Minoo
per logic model and majority of
participating parents reported an
improvement in communication and
learning at home.

Sponsor
Melissa Goff
(Sue Ann Higgens)

Melissa Goff
(Sue Ann Higgens)

Lolenzo Poe

2013-2014 PPS Annual Equity Work Plan
Year-End Progress Update

2

Priority Strategy
Partner with culturally-specific
community organizations to provide
culturally-responsive supports for
students and families of color.

2013-2014 Action
(2) Provide culturally appropriate services to
increase school connectedness and improve
school climate for target populations who
have historically been over represented in
discipline data through the Student
Assistance Coordinator (SAC) and The I AM
Academy.

Year-End Intended
Outcome

Increased school
Schools identified to receive
connectedness and improved services.
school climate for program
participants.

Teaching & Learning

(3) Partner with Native American Youth and Capital and operating
Family Center (NAYA) to bring culturally
programmatic details have
specific services through joint development been finalized.
of Foster school site to include low income
housing and an early childhood center

3 Implement high leverage ESL

bilingual (EB) students in their native
language through dual language
programs where we have a critical
mass of native speakers.

N/A

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)
Student Assistance
Coordinator fully
implementing program
components.

Oregon Solutions
Declaration of Cooperation
among project partners
signed. Draft funding
outlined. Housing portion of
project funded.

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
Student Assistance Coordinator
Dunya Minoo
worked with 3 schools for the entire
year and added a 4th during the last
quarter. All schools requested
services again this year and
reported improvements.

Lolenzo Poe

Tony Magliano

Positive shift in ELPA data
for students in CBELD
schools.

Van Truong

Melissa Goff
(Sue Ann Higgens)

(2) Successfully open Portland International Provide newcomers with
Scholars Academy (PISA)--a newcomers'
accelerated English language
academy for students in grades 9-12.
development & academic
supports to access to core
content.

All students earn 8 credits
and move up at least one
language proficiency level.
Build school foundation for
expansion in 2014-2015.

Van Truong

Melissa Goff
(Sue Ann Higgens)

(1) Define role of dual language programs EB enrollment in dual
October 2012 ESL student
and identify barriers to enrollment for native language program increased enrollment in each dual
and heritage language speakers in our
by 70 students
language program.
established dual language programs.

EB enrollment in dual
language program increased
by 70 students

Provide authentic language 1 CBELD pilot school in
and content area knowledge 2012-2013.
learning for emerging
bilingual students.
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Proceeding with schematic design
and site planning.

Sponsor

Tony Magliano

(1) Implement classroom-based Contentinstructional strategies district-wide in based English Language Development
all K-12 core content classrooms.
(CBELD) in 9 schools in K-2 science.

4 Provide instruction for emerging

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

There are 136 students in the new Debbie Armendariz
DLI expansion classrooms (St.
Johns, Roseway Heights, King). In
2014-2015, 37% of ELLs in
kindergarten are now in DLI
programs, up from 26% the
previous year. And 8.25% of Black
students are in DLI at kindergarten,
up from 3.77% the previous year.

Melissa Goff
(Sue Ann Higgens)
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Teaching & Learning

5

Priority Strategy
Define, identify and build capacity for
culturally relevant instruction.

2013-2014 Action
(1) Strand 3 Schools will receive
professional development on culturally
relevant teaching.

Year-End Intended
Outcome
Each teacher has participated
in at least one classroom
observation using the CARE
protocols.

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Strand 3 CARE teams have Schedule for classroom
engaged in introductory
observations using the
seminars on culturally
CARE protocols
relevant teaching and are
identifying focal students
currently not being
successful academically.

(2) Strand 3 School PASS teams will receive PASS Schools have families Strand 3 schools will form
professional development on parental
engaged in advocy for
PASS Teams in January
advocacy for student success.
student success.
2013.

6 Provide school leaders and central
support staff with school-based
professional development on
implementing culturally responsive
positive behavior support systems.

(1) Provide calendared professional
development for school staff and leaders to
move the next step forward in
implementation of positive behavior
intervention and supports (PBIS),
recognizing the need for culturally
responsive strategies in coaching for
teacher success with students.

2013-2014 exclusionary
discipline data indicates
reduction of exclusionary
practices for all students of
color and measurable
progress toward 1:1 relative
rate of exclusion.

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

Feedback from PASS teams
indicate they are engaged in
practicing PASS protocols to
engage families in
advocating for student
success

K-12th grade relative rate of Relative rate of disciplinary
exclusionary practices in
exclusion for K-12th grade
response to student
(through June 2014)
behavior (SY 2013-2014)
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Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
The eleven Strand 3 CARE teams Cynthia MacLeod
completed the six introductory
seminars focused on culturally
relevant teaching. Each teacher on
the team identified focal students of
color and used the CARE protocols
to debrief CARE observations three
times during the year. Teachers
design lessons using the 4Rs of
culturally relevant instruction. (rigor,
relevance, relationship and
realness)

Sponsor
Lolenzo Poe

Strand 3 school teams attended the Cynthia MacLeod
first 3 introductory PASS seminars.
These teams will complete the final
three seminars in 2015.

Lolenzo Poe

21 K-8 schools PBIS/Climate
Rick Kirschmann
Teams received PBIS training. % (Tammy Jackson)
of students experiencing
exclusionary discipline decreased
from 14.8% to 10.5% year over
year. For Black students, it
decreased from 4.7% to 3.3%,
resulting in a slight decrease in the
relative rate of exclusionary
discpline from 4.9 to 4.6.

Lolenzo Poe
(Sue Ann Higgens)
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Teaching & Learning

6

Priority Strategy
Provide school leaders and central
support staff with school-based
professional development on
implementing culturally responsive
positive behavior support systems.

7 Employ recruitment and retention

2013-2014 Action
(2) Collaborate with the Office of High
Schools to develop instructional leader
professional development in areas of PBIS
and restorative justice (RJ), expanding on
practices we have seen to impact
disciplinary data by decreasing the
disproportionate over-representation of
students of color while simultaneously
decreasing exclusionary discipline for all
students.

Workforce Development

(1) Enhance current onboarding process,
strategies to increase the racial and
ensuring our employees of color feel
linguistic diversity of staff at every level welcomed and included.
in the organization.

Year-End Intended
Outcome

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

2013-2014 exclusionary
discipline data indicates
reduction of exclusionary
practices for all students of
color and measurable
progress toward 1:1 relative
rate of exclusion.

K-12th grade relative rate of Relative rate of disciplinary
exclusionary practices in
exclusion for K-12th grade
response to student
(through June 2014)
behavior (SY 2013-2014)

All new employees will have
an introduction to our
District's equity mission and
goals set forth by the Board.
All new employees will also
have information that will help
them at the start of their new
positions. We will
disaggregate by race to
ensure that all new hires have
the tools to successfully start
in their positions.

HR revised their onboarding Data analysis completed to
program based on a new
identify possible areas of
hire survey report conducted improvement.
2011-12 and 2012-13. We
expect 2013-2014 new hires
to have a more satisfactory
onboarding experience. We
will gather feedback from
the survey to enhance our
revised onboarding process.
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Lead
Sponsor
Sept 2014 Progress
A High School PBIS Leadership
Richard Kirschmann Lolenzo Poe
(Tammy Jackson)
(Sue Ann Higgens)
team was formed (PBIS TOSA,
Asst. Director of SPED, HS Vice
Principal & HS School Psych.) The
Team met 5-6 times and developed
implementation readiness indicators
and implementation logic relative to
the high school setting. % of
students experiencing exclusionary
discipline decreased from 14.8% to
10.5% year over year. For Black
students, it decreased from 4.7% to
3.3%, resulting in a slight decrease
in the relative rate of exclusionary
discpline from 4.9 to 4.6.

Loretta BenjaminThe onboarding process was
Samuels
revamped and supported by all
members of the Talent Managment
Team. The new onboarding video
highlights District committments to
student success [equity goals,
strategic plan and milestones,
framework of schools] for new
employees.Satisfaction survey was
revised to incoporate the goals of
the Minortiy Teacher Retenton
Grant. The survey will be sent
separately to the 13-14 hires and 1415 hires.

Sean Murray

2013-2014 PPS Annual Equity Work Plan
Year-End Progress Update

Workforce Development

7

2013-2014 Action
Priority Strategy
Employ recruitment and retention
(2) Expand exit survey to all employee
strategies to increase the racial and
groups sent within 30 days of final work day.
linguistic diversity of staff at every level
in the organization.

Year-End Intended
Outcome
All employees who exit the
district will be provided an exit
survey for completion.
Information will be
disaggregated by race to
inform our retention strategy
for employees of color.

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)
HR currently sends exit
surveys to certified
employees; we will expand
the exit survey to all
employee groups to better
inform our recruitment and
retention strategies.

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)
Implement an automated
system to provide exit
surveys to all employee
groups.

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
Exit survey is complete and will be Ross Hume
sent to each employee who is
exiting the district. We are meeting
with R&E to determine which
electronic survey to use inorder to
best systhesis the data and trends
to support retention and employee
engagement especially for our
employees of color.

Sponsor
Sean Murray

(3) Identify and create workforce diversity
planning reports that include metrics for
schools and departments.

As we continue to increase Meet with internal
our partnerships with targeted stakeholders to develop
universities/organizations we workforce planning reports.
will see an increase in the
diversity of our applicant pool.

Timeline will have been
identified for delivery of
workforce planning reports.
Draft communication to
hiring managers on the
utilization of reports will
have been completed.

The specs for the reports have been Loretta Benjaminidentified and the next phase will be Samuels
working with HRIS/IT to identify how (Bonnie Gray)
to create reports that can be run
easily by hiring managers; this work
will connect with our Affirmative
Action Reports as they are the first
priority.

Sean Murray

(4) Human Resources will identify and
develop partnerships with
universities/organizations to increase the
diversity of our applicant pool for all
positions.

As we continue to increase
our partnerships with targeted
universities/organizations we
will see an increase in the
diversity of our applicant pool.

Will have increased the
racial and linguistic diversity
of our teacher applicant pool
through our current and new
partnerships by 5%

Creation of 5 new relationships with Loretta Benjaminthe following universities helped
Samuels
increase the number of diverse,
culturally responsive and bilingual
candidates in the applicant pools
and hired for the 2014-2105 hiring
year: University of Texas at El
Paso, New Mexico State University,
University of New Mexico, California
State University at Fullerton,
California State University at Chico,
Heritage University.

Sean Murray

Identify and create
partnerships with three new
universities/organizations to
increase the diversity of our
current applicant pool.
Develop a recruitment
budget.
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Workforce Development

7

Priority Strategy
Employ recruitment and retention
strategies to increase the racial and
linguistic diversity of staff at every level
in the organization.

2013-2014 Action

Year-End Intended
Outcome

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

(5) New employees of color will be invited to
community organizations such as Say Hey!,
Oregon Association of Latino Association,
Oregon Association of Black Educators
events to get connected to local
communities of color in Portland.

We will have documented the
number of new hires who
have been informed of local
community of color networks
and tracked the success of
this method.

New administrators of color
from 13-14 school year were
recognized at the Say Hey!
event; we will have an
identified method that
connects our new hires of
color to local communities.

We will have a method to
better connect diverse hires
to local communities of
color.

(6) Expand our recruitment efforts to solicit
referrals for racially and/or linguistically
diverse applicants from PPS employees.

5% percent of new hires will
come from employee
referrals.

There is no formal strategy Gather employee referral
in place to solicit employee data from Jan. 2014-Sept
referrals.
2014.

This goal was placed on hold due to Loretta Benjaminthe lack of systems to track the
Samuels
employee referals.

Sean Murray

(7) Continue early letters of intent for high
need areas including immersion, special
education, elementary, etc. and PTP/BTP
partnerships.

Early hires will be increased
by 15%.

Identify the hiring needs for
the 2014-15 school from
resignation and retirement
data, schools and
departments. Applicant
pools for high need areas
will be posted in November.
Monthly recruitment events
that contribute to early hiring
strategies will be held.

We offered 68 early Letters of Intent Loretta Benjaminfor teachers; 39% were teachers of Samuels
color and 53% were bilingual; this
was a 21% increase over the
previous year.

Sean Murray
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Will have analyzed our 201415 recruitment strategies
and document strategies
that were effective.

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
Organized social mixer for new hire Loretta Benjamin
teachers of color in conjuction with Samuels
the Office of Equity. Facilitated Say
Hey Introduction to Portland
Community.

Sponsor
Sean Murray
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Workforce Development

7

2013-2014 Action
Priority Strategy
Employ recruitment and retention
(8) Enter into strategic partnerships that will
strategies to increase the racial and
develop a diverse educator pipeline and
linguistic diversity of staff at every level retain staff of color after hire.
in the organization.

Year-End Intended
Outcome
We will have documented
Year 1 progress towards
developing a bridge program
for diverse students to enter
into the field of teaching.

(9) Create a system using PeopleSoft
We will be able to report on
(HRMS) to identify the linguistic diversity of linguistic abilities of our
staff.
workforce.

(10) Create an employee survey to collect
information on language abilities of our
workforce

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

Awarded grant from
Development of strategies
TeachOregon to partner with for Year 2 implementation
N.Clackamas, David
begun.
Douglas & PSU to recruit
diverse future educators and
support them for successful
completion of their BA and
MA and licensure; Employ
rigorous, meaningful clinical
practice collaboratively
designed by both university
and districts; Provide
support for new hires to
ensure long-term retention
and success in the schools.

Have a module that will hold Creation of module and
linguistic ability for all staff. business process is
complete; and ready to store
linguistic data in PeopleSoft.

We will have data on the
We currently do not collect
linguistic ability of our current language abilities of our
workforce to create the
workforce.
baseline data for our Racial
Equity Plan and Affirmative
Action Plan.
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Survey will have been sent
and information will be
collected.

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
Loretta BenjaminYear 2 strategies have already
begun and we are contracting with Samuels
Cultures Connecting to improve our (Bonnie Gray)
Recruitment and Selection process
for all three districts. The outcomes
will include a staffing reflection
summary that reflects our
Superintendent's Three Prioritites
and expanding on our equityfocused interviews. Cultures
Connecting will also be providing
2.5 days of training for all of
TeachOregon partner schools which
could be expanded to other
administrators. The training is
focused on cultural responsiveness,
implicit-bias and a train-the-trainer
model so that administrators are
able to train their interview teams.

Module and business process are
created. Next step is to create
communication with employees to
send out via email.

Sponsor
Sean Murray

Patty Blanchard

Sean Murray

A new linguistic tracking module
Patty Blanchard
(Bonnie Gray)
was created that will allow PPS
employees to update their linguistic
ability and if they are a native
speaker through our Employee Self
Service (ESS) system. We will be
emailing employees letting them
know how to update their
information; target date is March
2015.

Sean Murray

2013-2014 PPS Annual Equity Work Plan
Year-End Progress Update

Workforce Development

7

2013-2014 Action
Priority Strategy
Employ recruitment and retention
(11) Focus on diversifying the substitute
strategies to increase the racial and
hiring pool.
linguistic diversity of staff at every level
in the organization.

Year-End Intended
Outcome

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
Have identified recruitment
Patty Blanchard
networks not previously used for
substitute teacher hiring. Recruited
high needs and racially and
linguistically diverse candidates that
were not hired during the 14-15 SY.
We had a slight increase in the
number of sub teachers of color that
were hired this year. We will have
the diversity data for our total
substitute teachers available midNovember.

Sponsor

Current racial and linguistic
diversity of substitutes hired
into the substitute pool.

Increase the racial and
linguistic diversity of
substitutes hired into the
substitute pool.

Identified strategies
implemented.

12) Ensure benefit plan changes will not
unintentionally negatively impact the
District’s employees of color, thereby
preserving workforce diversity.

PPS benefit plans should be
attractive to diverse
candidates and encourage
retention of all employees
specifically our racially
diverse employees.

Any proposed changes to
benefit design or eligibility
are consistently examined
using the District's Racial
Equity Lens.

A finalized process will be
developed; we will further
examine the benefit
changes for 2014-2015 and
its impact on the racial
diversity of our workforce.

A finalized process will be
Terri Burton
developed; we will further examine
the benefit changes for 2014-2015
and its impact on our racial diversity
of our workforce. Analysis should
begin in February 2015 in order to
capture both OEBB/Trust open
enrollment periods.

Sean Murray

(13) Continue to utilize an equity lens in
contract decisions to support the recruitment
and retention strategies that enhance the
racial and linguistic diversity of our
workforce.

We will have documented
language on how the Racial
Equity Lens was used in our
contract proposals and
decisions.

Contract proposals and
agreements will protect and
add language that supports
the goals of the District's
Racial Educational Equity
Policy.

Contract proposals and
decisions in negotiations
with SEIU, ATU and DCU
support the District's equity
goals.

SEIU, ATU and DCU contracts were Brock Logan
all renegotiated outside of formal
bargaining and addressed primarily
wages and heath insurance
premiums. The parties did not
engage in full scope bargaining or
preparing formal proposals.

Sean Murray
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Workforce Development

8

Priority Strategy
Redesign hiring processes to include
cultural responsiveness as a criterion
for staff positions at every level in the
organization.

9 Facilitate development, adoption and

implementation of an affirmative action
policy.

2013-2014 Action

Year-End Intended
Outcome

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

Identify selection criteria,
teams and schools that are
successfully performing
equity work in assisting with
closing the achievement
gap.

Four schools visits are
completed and observation
reports for each school are
completed.

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
This goal was put on hold this year Sean Murray
due to contract negotiations. We will
revisit this goal and how best to
implement it in 2014-15.

(2) Create, review and implemented an
We will have documented a
administrator evaluation to include cultural preliminary assessment of
responsiveness as an evaluation competent. cultural responsiveness of our
administration and received
feedback on the evaluation
tool to enhance the tool and
its effectiveness.

A draft of the revised
administrator evaluation has
been created. RA's and HR
will gather additional
feedback from building
administrators,
Administrators of Color
(AOC) and PAPSA in this
pilot year.

All building administrators
evaluated for this year will
have experienced the
revised evaluation tool. We
will use this feedback to
enhance the effectiveness of
the evaluation tool.

Building Admin Data was collected Michelle Riddell
and shared with Senior Directors.
This year we are updating the tool
to be aligned with ODE's Student
Learning Growth Goals Rubric and
the ODE Matrix for 2014-15
evaluation tool.

Sean Murray

(3) Offer Beyond Diversity trainings to all
substitutes.

We will have an increase in
the number of substitutes who
have taken Beyond Diversity
for current school year
compared to last year.

All substitutes will be offered
to take Beyond Diversity
training to enhance their
candidacy for employment
with the District.

We will have tracked the
number of substitutes who
have taken Beyond Diversity
and identify how many have
been hired for the 2014-15
school year.

We had 74 substitutes take BD
training in 2013-14; this was an
increase from 59 in 2012-13.

Sean Murray

(1) Develop affirmative action plan

District-wide Affirmative
Affirmative Action Policy
Action Plan developed and
adopted.
ready for implementation with
the goal of increasing
workforce diversity.

Affirmative Action Plan
developed and
implementation begun.

Affirmative Action plan has been
Bonnie Gray
developed by each division of the (Jeanine Fukuda)
organization. All direct reports have
identified affirmative action liaisons
for their divisions. There will be a
November/December check-in
meeting on the progress of the
affirmative action strategies.

(1) To gain a greater understanding of the
district’s core business: educating our
students. We will observe and identify how
HR processes align with and impact the
District's equity work.

Completed comparative
analysis of the school visits
that identify indicators for
recruiting, hiring, and
retaining educators that can
successfully perform equity
work.
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Sponsor
Sean Murray

Lolenzo Poe
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Year-End Intended
Outcome

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
Each school has an Equity team
Cynthia MacLeod
and the Equity teams plan monthly
professional development to focus
on topics such as discipline, school
climate and student achievement.

Sponsor

Feedback from the school
staff indicate the use of an
Equity lens for decision
making.

Self reported capacity to
utilize the Courageous
Conversations (CCAR)
protocols to facilitate
monthly equity focused
professional development.

School-based Equity Teams
us the CCAR protocols to
discuss building issues such
as achievement and
discipline.

(2) School-based Equity Teams will
facilitate equity-focused monthly
professional development with their
buildings.

School-based staff responses
to annual Equity survey will
indicate the positive impact of
equity professional
development and
engagement in CCAR.

Site based professional
development plans will
reflect monthly equity
professional development
modeled at Leadership
Academy sessions.

Feedback from schoolbased Equity Teams
indicate that monthly
facilitated equity focused
professional development
activities are useful in
helping staff engage in
CCAR.

Cynthia MacLeod
School-based Equity teams are
providing professional development
with a focus on culturally relevant
instruction to prepare the school
staff for collaborative action
research for equity (CARE) teams.
CCAR protocols are used to discuss
issues that impact the
implementation of changes in
instruction necessary to accomplish
the Superintendent's top three
priorities.

Lolenzo Poe

(3) Operational support e-teams will build
capacity for staff to facilitate department eteam work

Feedback from department
staff indicate that they have
(a) deepened their personal
and collective racial
consciousness in order to
disrupt institutional and
structural racism and (b)
increased their confidence in
their ability to facilitate/lead
CCAR activities.

(a) Self reported readiness
of department staff to utilize
the Courageous
Conversations About Race
(CCAR) protocols to
facilitate monthly equity
focused professional
development, and (b)
department leaders'
willingness to mentor staff to
build capacity.

Department staff will be
actively engaged in
deepening their own
development in the CCAR
Protocol and in their
facilitation skills.

Staff and Equity Team leaders are Hector Roche
taking increased leadership roles,
and in so doing, are deepening their
own personal development. Staff
and team members are also
developing their facilitation skills. As
a result of some reorganization at
PPS, some divisions have new
Equity Team members and leaders,
and new central office divisions are
just now embarking on their work.

Lolenzo Poe

Workforce Development

10

2013-2014 Action
Priority Strategy
Engage every teacher, school-based (1) Schools will receive differentiated equity
administrator, and central office-based focused professional development.
administrator in monthly equity
professional development.
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Cultural & Organizational Transformation

Workforce Development

10

Priority Strategy
Engage every teacher, school-based
administrator, and central office-based
administrator in monthly equity
professional development.

14 Apply a Racial Equity Lens to key

policies, programs, practices and
decisions in core business areas with a
focus on differentiating resources to
better support students of color.

Year-End Intended
Outcome

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

(4) Operational support department leaders
will receive coaching support on how to build
on their CCAR leadership, while sequencing
to introducing Critical Race Theory (CRT) to
the equity work.

Leaders will exhibit increased
racial consciousness and
equity leadership behaviors,
and increased use of CRT in
department practices and
policy.

Self reported readiness of
leaders to build on the
Courageous Conversations
(CCAR) protocols with CRT
in providing leadership to
their Equity Teams and staff.

Leaders will exhibit
increased confidence in
leading discussions using
the CCAR Protocol, in
preparation for introducint
CRT.

(5) Central office leadership to engage in
SPELL (Special Education/ESL) equity
training.

Central office leadership team
will gain a deeper
understanding of how to
better support our buildings in
this work. Professional
development will help District
develop internal capacity to
lead SPELL Equity
Walkthroughs in following
years.

Special Education, ESL
Department and Equity
Office worked with Pacitic
Educaitonal Group to plan 3
Professional Development
days related to SPELL.

Completed scheduled three
days of Professional
Development. Continue
Equity Walkthroughs next
year as part of our
Professional Development
for the roll out of Common
Core.

Mary Pearson
Van Truong

Melissa Goff
(Sue Ann Higgens)

(6) Develop Equity@PPS website to
facilitate communication of racial equity
work.

Equity@PPS website
completed and launched.

Equity@PPS website
completed and launched.

Erin Barnett

Jon Isaacs

(1) Practice use of Equity Lens Tool with
operational and instructional leadership.

Increased capacity and
confidence of leadership to
use the Equity Lens Tool.
Increased use of the Equity
Lens Tool in major
departmental decisions.

Hector Roche

Lolenzo Poe

2013-2014 Action

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

Evidence from first attempts Evidence from Equity Lens
in using the Equity Lens
Tool documents indicates
Tool documents.
increased consideration of
race in decision-making.
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Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
While there are new staff and
Hector Roche
leaders engaging in the equity work,
those leaders and staff who have
been engaged in the work for
awhile, now routinely use CCAR
protocol in their meetings.

While leaders regularly, and
increasingly consider race in
decision making, all of the equity
teams and divisions need more
practice in using the Racial Equity
Lens as a tool in decision making.

Sponsor
Lolenzo Poe
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Cultural & Organizational Transformation

14

2013-2014 Action
Priority Strategy
Apply a Racial Equity Lens to key
(2) Apply Equity Lens Tool in budget
policies, programs, practices and
development and adoption process for SY
decisions in core business areas with a 2013-2014 budget.
focus on differentiating resources to
better support students of color.

15 Outcomes at every level in the

(1) Work with Student Services and IT to
organization are disaggregated by race have real-time access to data on use of
and ethnicity
exclusionary discipline for special education
students by race/ethnicity.

16 Adopt culturally relevant data and
research practices.

Year-End Intended
Outcome

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Increased consideration of
race in decision-making
during the budget
development and adoption
process and ultimately, more
equitable funding allocation.

Report available on
Administrative Dashboard
that shows discipline
incidents for special
education students by
race/ethnicity.

(1) Research & Evaluation and Data Policy More detailed and accurate
& Analysis will develop a new race/ethnicity data collection of student
section of the student registration form.
race/ethnicity will result in
more accurate analyses and
the ability to provide better
support and services to
underrepresented
communities of color.

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)
2014/15 budegt seen to
reflect application of Racial
Education Equity Policy.

Report on discipline
incidents for special
education students by
race/ethnicity not currently
available on Administrative
Dashboard.

Report available on
Administrative Dashboard
that shows discipline
incidents for special
education students by
race/ethnicity.

Existing data collection
method & recommendations
from the Coalition of
Communities of Color.

New race/ethnicity section of
student registration form
implemented for 2014-2015
school year.
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Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
From CBRC report to Board: "We David Wynde
continue to appreciate district
leadership in pursuing the
objectives of the Racial Education
Equity Policy. That commitment is
evidenced in the 2014-15 budget
priorities." And "This budget puts us
intentionally on the path to improve
outcomes for our historically
underserved students, thereby
improving outcomes for all
students."

Suzy Harris

New race/ethnicity section of
Sarah Singer
student registration form introduced (Joseph Suggs)
in Sept 2014 for both new student Jeanine Fukuda
enrollment and current student
updates.

Sponsor
Yousef Awwad
(Neil Sullivan)

Jollee Patterson

Amanda Whalen
(Sue Ann Higgens)
Lolenzo Poe
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Cultural & Organizational Transformation

17

Priority Strategy
Balance enrollment through boundary
changes, grade reconfigurations,
policy updates, etc. to ensure that
every student of color has access to a
strong core program.

18 Establish and implement an Equity in
Public Purchasing & Contracting
(EPPC) policy.

2013-2014 Action
(1) Provide equity professional development
and staff support for SACET
(Superintendent's Action Committee on
Enrollment & Transfer) to help the
committee apply a Racial Equity Lens to its
analysis of enrollment & transfer policies.

Year-End Intended
Outcome
SACET has built the
knowledge, will and skill to
apply the Racial Equity Lens
tool to its analyses and
ultimately recommendations
to the Superintendent
regarding recommended
changes to align the District's
enrollment & transfer policies
to the Racial Educational
Equity Policy.

Sept 2013
Baseline Metric(s)

Sept 2014 Progress
Indicator(s)

SACET members have
SACET recommendations to
varying and mostly limited the Superintendent reflect
exposure to racial equity
use of a racial equity lens.
training and use of a Racial
Equity Lens tool.

Lead
Sept 2014 Progress
SACET analyses and
Jon Isaacs
recommendations clearly reflect use Judy Brennan
of the Racial Equity Lens tool.
Hector Roche
Jeanine Fukuda

(1) Develop Administrative Directives (ADs) EPPC Policy & ADs in place. EPPC Policy adopted.
to support policy.
(2) Review systems and processes to
support implementation and identify
additional actions necessary.

Impact of EPPC visible
across business, workforce
and career learning equity
fields.

System improvements
planned and/or
implemented.
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Established OCIP to improve
MWESB contractor access; revised
solicitation documents to eliminate
barriers; added budget for MWESB
reporting software and initiated
solicitation process; renewed and
revised contract with City for
administration of workforce equity
program; increased number of
career learning opportunities offered
to students.

Sponsor
Jon Isaacs

David Wynde

Yousef Awwad
(Neil Sullivan)

David Wynde

Yousef Awwad
(Neil Sullivan)

2014-2015 PPS Annual Equity Work Plan
(version 1.28.15)

Teaching & Learning

1

Priority Strategy
Ensure students of color have both
access to and success in the core
program.

2014-2015 Action

Year-End
Intended Outcome

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

(1) Coordinate district efforts to support
inclusion and literacy success of special
education and emerging bilingual
students building upon work from
University of Kansas partnership at five
current schools through Project SWIFT.

School schedules reflect maximal Implementation of SWIFT
inclusion of students in core
inclusive practice begun at 5
literacy instruction; processes for schools.
implementing inclusive practices
captured on onboarding new
schools and programs.

SWIFT Coordinator hired.

(2) District and building leadership teams
will develop shared understanding about
best practice in providing a continuum of
literacy services focusing on serving
special education and emerging bilingual
students.

District and building leadership
2012-2013 SPELL walkthroughs
teams develop action plan for
completed to identify best
supporting special education and practices.
emerging bilingual students based
upon shared understanding of
best practice.

Contracts signed with providers. Action plans developed.
Trainings underway.

(3) Provide professional development for
building administrators on the Successful
Schools Framework with a focus on
assessment and instruction that is
culturally responsive to our students of
color.

Leaders are knowledgeable in
core content, assessment and
instruction, and can support
teachers in closing opportunity
gaps for our students of color.

(4) Provide culturally responsive, certified Students in prioritized schools
reading specialists and library/media
receive added direct reading
specialists at 6 prioritized schools:
support.
Harrison Park, King, Scott, Cesar
Chavez, Rigler, Rosa Parks

Lead

School schedules reflect maximal Van Truong
inclusion of students in core
literacy instruction; processes for
implementing inclusive practices
captured on onboarding new
schools and programs.

Building administrators will have
completed trainings and will be
knowledgeable about core
content, assessment and
instruction that is culturally
responsive to our students of
color.

Sponsor
Melissa Goff

Veronica Magallanes Melissa Goff
Mary Pearson

Van Truong

Melissa Goff

3rd Grade reading achievement at Selection committees identified By March, staff hired, placed, and Van Truong
6 schools.
and interviews completed.
working in school buildings.

Melissa Goff
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Teaching & Learning

1

Priority Strategy
Ensure students of color have both
access to and success in the core
program.

2014-2015 Action

Year-End
Intended Outcome

(5) Expand learning opportunities for K-3
students by providing access to Imagine
Learning software through afterschool
SUN programming and providing tablets
for students to use at home. Pilot family
engagement through use of tablets.

K-3 Students participating in the
program will achieve target
reading/literacy outcomes and
benchmarks.

(6) Sustain existing early response
system at HSGI (High School Graduation
Initiative) schools and build components
of an early response system within select
schools (including data to support this
system, school intervention teams
within high schools and a focus on
eliminating barriers for students to
recover credits).

Components of an early response
system in place including (1) All
high schools having functioning
School Improvement Teams (2) At
least 3 new/improved dashboard
reports to support SIT teams (3)
Students recovering at least 5%
more credits than previous year
and (4) Budget in place to support
existing infrastructure.

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

3rd Grade reading achievement of 30 high-need students from
target students.
each of four schools (Whitman,
Lent, Harrison Park, Markham)
will begin participating in afterschool activities during the
second or third week of January.

By March, we will have
Van Truong
purchased enough iPad Minis to
be able to send one home with
each participating student. In
addition to serving school-based
activities, the devices will be
connected to a 4G network,
providing access to literacybuilding content for students and
families who would otherwise not
be connected.

Credit recovery plan and funding
options communicated to high
schools. Budget request to
sustain existing infrastructure
submitted. Final mock-up of
improved dashboard report
related to attendance
completed. Research
completed on impact of credit
recovery earned through
Summer Scholars.

Established school improvement Shay James
teams to monitor student
progress and intervene when
students are off track. First set of
reports generated and sent to
families. Credit Recovery plan
established and available to all
comprehensive high schools for
implementation. Data available
on impact of credit recovery
earned through summer scholars.
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Sponsor
Melissa Goff

Antonio Lopez
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Teaching & Learning

1

Priority Strategy
Ensure students of color have both
access to and success in the core
program.

2 Partner with culturally-specific

community organizations to provide
culturally-responsive supports for
students and families of color.

2014-2015 Action

Year-End
Intended Outcome

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

Sponsor
Antonio Lopez

(7)Sustain and improve upon existing 8th Improved 8th to 9th grade
to 9th Grade transition programs for
transition program(s) in place with
academic priority students
a more sustainable funding
structure (i.e. for summer school)

Budget request submitted to
sustain existing infrastructure.
Lessons learned documented
regarding existing programs;
includes identification of
curriculum and programming
needs.

(8) Intentionally provide every student
with acceleration courses and strategies
for success with a focus on increasing
access for our students of color.

Increase the number of dual credit
certified teachers, and AP/IB
trained teachers. Increase number
of teachers to teach dual credit
classes.

Working with consortium and
Process in place that allows
Shay James
develop a process for effectively access to accelerated courses to
providing access to all students. student without dramatic impact
to financial aid plan and process
in place for identifying the most
appropriate courses for students.

Antonio Lopez

(1) Contract with five culturally specific
organizations (SEI, BPI, Latino Network,
NAYA and IRCO) to provide appropriate
family engagement aimed at increasing
home-to-school and school-to-home
communication as well as fostering
learning at home.

Increased home-to-school and
Schools identified to receive
school-to-home communication & services.
learning at home for students in
target schools.

All contractors fully
implementing program
components.

Lolenzo Poe
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8th to 9th grade transition
Shay James
program developed and
Jocelyn Bigay-Salter
implemented in Summer 2015.
Summer Data available on impact
of program - how many students
impacted, credits earned, etc.

All contractors fully implementing Dunya Minoo
program components.

2014-2015 PPS Annual Equity Work Plan
(version 1.28.15)

Teaching & Learning

2

Priority Strategy
Partner with culturally-specific
community organizations to provide
culturally-responsive supports for
students and families of color.

2014-2015 Action

Year-End
Intended Outcome

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

Sponsor
Lolenzo Poe

(2) Expand the work of culturally specific
partners in select schools in the areas of
student leadership development,
mentoring, and empowerment.

Improved school climate,
increased school connectedness
and decrease in disciplinary
incidents of students of color.

Successful Schools Survey will be All contracts will be executed
completed to use as baseline.
and partners will have started
Individual pre/post survey from
working in identified schools.
targeted students to measure
engagement and school climate.
Student level discipline data from
students being case managed.

Successful Schools Survey will Dunya Minoo
be completed to use as baseline. Robin Mack
Individual pre/post survey from
targeted students will measure
engagement and school climate.
Student level discipline data from
students being case managed.

(3) Partner with Native American Youth
and Family Center (NAYA) to bring
culturally specific services through joint
development of Foster school site to
include low income housing and an early
childhood center.

Improving pre-school efforts to
better serve Males of Color and
their academic and social
development.

Proceeding with schematic design Proceeding with preand site planning.
development agreement and
schematic design

Project financing, operating
agreement and shared space
agreement in place.

Sara King

All teachers at CBELD sites get CBELD in progress in 20 schools CBELD school visits begin.
additional training and support.
in K-2 science.
Emerging bilingual students
receive authentic language and
content area knowledge learning.

Science mainstream and ESL
teachers are trained in coteaching.

Van Truong
Melissa Goff
Veronica Magallanes

Somali and Chinese native
Spanish & Vietnamese native
language curriculum will be
language curriculum already
prepared for next year. Emerging developed.
bilingual students receive
authentic language and content
area knowledge learning.

Somali and Chinese native
Debbie Armendariz
language curriculum will be
completed and prepared for 20152016.

3 Implement high leverage ESL

(1) Expand content-based English
instructional strategies district-wide in language development (CBELD) within
all K-12 core content classrooms.
the general education classroom. ESL to
provide additional training for CBELD
teachers at current sites.

(2) Expand native language literacy
support within the general education
classroom. DLI to hire limited term
employees to develop K-3 native
language curriculum for Somali and
Chinese students.
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Tony Magliano

Melissa Goff
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2014-2015 Action
Priority Strategy
Implement high leverage ESL
(3) Expand early learners' access to
instructional strategies district-wide in literature honoring students' cultures and
all K-12 core content classrooms.
native languages. ESL and DLI
departments will purchase culturally and
linguistically responsive books for PPS
PreK, Head Start and K-3 classrooms
with a critical mass of students who
speak the top 5 languages.

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

PreK, Head Start and K-3
students who speak the top 5
languages will see themselves in
the literature in their classrooms.

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)
Books to be procured and
distributed by March.

Lead

Sponsor
Veronica Magallanes Melissa Goff
Debbie Armendariz

4 Provide instruction for emerging

(1) Increase percentage of district- ELL
students in DLI (dual
language/immersion) programs through
student recruitment and new programs.
New programs include Mandarin at King,
Vietnamese at Roseway Heights and
Spanish at James John and Sitton.
Woodstock lottery will be adjusted to
capture more ELLs students as well.

40% of ELLs are enrolled in DLI October 2013 ESL student
programs. Increased numbers of enrollment in dual language
native speakers of Spanish and programs.
Vietnamese are enrolled in DLI
programs at kindergarten.

Enrollment data shows 5%
increase in the % of ELL
students enrolled in DLI
programs.

5 Define, identify and build capacity for

(1) 87 Schools will receive professional
development on culturally relevant
teaching

Each teacher has participated in
at least one classroom
observation using the CARE
protocols.

87 CARE teams have engaged in
introductory seminars on
culturally relevant teaching and
are identifying focal students
currently not being academically
successfully.

Expansion of the CARE process
using CARE protocols, the
selection of focal students and
classroom observations in
progress.

All 87 schools will be actively
Cynthia MacLeod
engaged in the CARE process,
using CARE protocols, selecting
focal students and conducting
classroom observations.

Lolenzo Poe

(2) 11 School PASS teams will receive
professional development on parental
advocacy for student success.

PASS Schools have families
engaged in advocacy for student
success.

Schools will have completed 1st
year of PASS training.

11 PASS Schools will have
PASS Teams that attend the
parent advocacy seminars.

Feedback from PASS teams
indicate they are engaged in
practicing PASS protocols to
engage families of color in
advocating for student success.

Lolenzo Poe

bilingual (EB) students in their native
language through dual language
programs where we have a critical
mass of native speakers.

Teaching & Learning

Year-End
Intended Outcome

culturally relevant instruction.
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Priority Strategy
Provide school leaders and central
support staff with school-based
professional development (and
supports) to implement culturally
responsive positive behavior support
systems.

2014-2015 Action
(1) Hold Administrator Action Research
Meetings for senior directors and school
administrators at 12 selected schools.
Leaders will develop, implement and
progress monitor School Climate Plans
that integrate PBIS, RJ & CARE work to
eliminate discipline disparities. They will
also identify and share successful
practice.

Year-End
Intended Outcome
Increased capacity of building
administrators and central office
staff to provide the necessary
supports for school-based staff
and students to eliminate
discipline disparities.

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

12 school administrators will have Rick Kirschmann
met five times and will have
Regina Sackrider
implemented a common process
for developing and monitoring
their School Climate Plan.
Implementation tools indicate
high levels of implementation of
School Climate Plans.
Exclusionary discipline and
disproportionality will have
decreased by 50%.

The 12 schools do not have a
common structure and process for
developing and implementing
School Climate Plans, and the
PBIS, RJ & CARE work are not
integrated. School Climate
Survey from last spring used as
baseline.

Sponsor
Lolenzo Poe

(2) Provide 2-day CR-PBIS training for 12 School teams will have developed School Climate Plans based on
selected schools and 24 schools already and successfully implemented
MTSS CRPBIS Framework.
engaged in CR-PBIS.
School Climate Plans.
Implementation measures, CR
Team Implementation Checklist
(CR TIC) , School Evaluation Tool
(SET) and student discipline data
will be used to determine baseline
and monitor progress.

School Climate Team Leaders
with administrators will have
participated in the first session.
Teams will have completed the
CR TIC which will provide
"current reality" and be used to
develop a School Climate Plan.

School Climate Team Leaders
Rick Kirschmann
with administrators will have
attended both sessions. Action
plans will be completed,
implementation scores on the CR
TIC and SET will have increased.

Lolenzo Poe

(3) SIT Teams (Student Intervention
Teams) in target schools to receive
training and coaching support from
School Climate (PBIS) coaches. This
work connects with the ERS (Early
Responsive System) work at the middle
and high school levels.

Teams will develop action plans
for implementation of Tier 2/3
teaming practices and
interventions and supports
based on the TFI.

Increased implementation scores Rick Kirschmann
on the TFI as related to Tier 2/3
teaming practices and
supports/interventions.

Lolenzo Poe

Teams use a data-based decision
making process with an equity
lens in order to provide both
classroom and non-classroom
based supports. Decrease in the
number of students of color being
referred for special education
evaluation.

The Tiered Fidelity Tool (TFI) will
be used to gather baseline data
on Teaming practices and
intervention implementation.
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Priority Strategy
Provide school leaders and central
support staff with school-based
professional development (and
supports) to implement culturally
responsive positive behavior support
systems.

2014-2015 Action

Year-End
Intended Outcome

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

Sponsor
Lolenzo Poe

(4) Engage historically underserved
families in the development and
implementation of School Climate Plans
in 12 selected schools. Partner with
culturally specific partners to host events
to bring family voices into target schools
around values, needs and climate.

Intentional engagement of
Baseline data of current reality of
historically underserved families in activities around family
development and implementation engagement.
of CR-PBIS in 12 schools.

Rick Kirschmann
Increased implementation of
School Climate Plan as measured Dunya Minoo
by implementation measure items
specific to family engagement.

(5) Provide selected schools with
culturally specific Student Assistance
Coordinators (SACs)

Improved school climate,
increased school connectedness
and decreased disciplinary
incidents of targeted students.

1) Successful Schools Survey will Dunya Minoo
be completed to use as baseline Chris Williams
2) individual pre/post survey from
targeted students to measure
engagement and school climate
3) student level discipline data
from students being case
managed.

Lolenzo Poe

(6) Revise Student Rights &
Responsibilities documents.

Revision of Student Rights and
Feedback from stakeholders on
Responsibilities documents
current Student Rights &
completed in order to provide
Responsibilities documents.
consistent interventions, supports
and consequences for students
that support equitable discipline
practices.

Timeline for stakeholder input
and project completion will be
established.

Updated and completed Student Rick Kirschmann
Rights and Responsibilities
documents delivered to schools
with consensus from community
stakeholders, teacher union and
district leadership.

Lolenzo Poe

(7) Develop and conduct district-wide
Successful Schools Survey (school
climate survey). Goal of 40%
participation district wide; 40% average
participation by school; 50% participation
among historically underserved
communities.

The survey will provide PPS
administrators, teachers & staff
with transparent, comprehensive
data that measures the differential
experience and perceptions of
PPS students, parents/guardians,
and staff of all races &
backgrounds in all PPS schools.

Climate survey finalized.
Parent/guardian participation
plan approved. Climate survey
launched.

Climate survey results released to Jon Isaacs
the community and PPS Board. Sarah Singer
Plan for using results to improve
schools approved and
implemented. Debrief of 2015
survey completed to improve
2016 survey.

Jon Isaacs

1) Successful Schools Survey will All new SAC positions will have
be completed to use as baseline been hired and placed in
2) individual pre/post survey from schools.
targeted students to measure
engagement and school climate
3) student level discipline data
from students being case
managed.

Climate Survey working group
formed and research completed
on model climate surveys to
adapt for PPS.
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Priority Strategy
Employ recruitment and retention
strategies to increase the racial and
linguistic diversity of staff at every
level in the organization.

2014-2015 Action

Year-End
Intended Outcome

(1) Use data to analyze and ensure
benefit plan designs and costs do not
negatively impact the District’s
employees of color, thereby preserving
workforce diversity.

All proposed changes to benefit
design or eligibility are
consistently examined using the
District Equity Lens tool.

(2) Identify and create partnerships with
at least three new
universities/organizations to increase the
racial & linguistic diversity of our
applicant pool for all positions. Continue
to develop new partnerships created
during the 2013-14 SY. Develop a
recruitment budget and calendar.

We will have increased the
number of racially and
linguistically diverse candidates
applying for positions from the
new partnerships and evaluated
the effectiveness of the
partnerships.

(3) Increase retention of new hires of
color by inviting them to community
organizations such as Say Hey!, Oregon
Association of Latino Administrators, and
Oregon Association of Black Educators
events to get connected to local
communities of color in Portland.

New hires of color will feel more
connected to local communities of
color, decreasing feelings of
isolation and improving employee
retention.

(4) Expand recruitment efforts to solicit Referrals from PPS employees
referrals for racially and/or linguistically will be formally solicited,
diverse applicants from PPS employees. improving recruitment efforts.

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Trust open enrollment plans and Both the Trust and OEBB open
rates have had the equity lens enrollments have had the equity
applied. Negative impacts have lens applied
been mitigated.

Expand/increase
universities/organization
partnerships that specifically
focus on the recruitment from
racial and linguistic diverse
populations.

Will have created partnerships
that support our ability to recruit
from the targeted
universities/organizations.
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Terri Burton

Will have increased the racial and Loretta Benjaminlinguistic diversity of our teacher Samuels
applicant pool through our current
and new partnerships by 5%

Developed processes to identify New administrators and
and communicate with new
educators of color from the SY
hires.
2014-2015 will have been
recognized at the Say Hey!
Event. A community resource
guide to introduce new hires to
communities of color in the
Portland -Metro area will be
developed.
There is no formal strategy in
place to solicit employee referrals.

Lead

Strategies to solicit employee
referrals and a process for
tracking referrals will have been
identified.

Sponsor
Sean Murray

Sean Murray

Loretta BenjaminSamuels
Aisha Hollands

Sean Murray

Loretta BenjaminSamuels

Sean Murray
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Priority Strategy
Employ recruitment and retention
strategies to increase the racial and
linguistic diversity of staff at every
level in the organization.

Year-End
Intended Outcome

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

(5) Continue the early "Letter of Intent"
process that focuses on early recruitment
and outreach for racially and linguistically
diverse candidates for high need
endorsement areas including:
Elementary, Dual Language, Multilingual, Special Education and World
Languages.
This will also include enhancing the
"Letters of Intent" process with our
PTP/BTP partnerships which specifically
focus on recruitment of racially and
linguistically diverse populations.

We will have increased the
percentage of Letters of Intent by
10% which will positively impact
the percentage of racially and
linguistically diverse hires for the
2015-16 SY.

Identify the hiring needs for the
2015-16 SY from resignation and
retirement data, schools and
departments. We will post
applicant pools for high need
areas earlier to better attract
racially and linguistically diverse
populations.

(6) Evaluate job descriptions to ensure
they (a) accurately reflect work being
performed (b) do not include minimum
qualifications that unnecessarily exclude
underrepresented groups and (c) reflect
traditional and nontraditional/alternative
paths into the PPS workforce and (d)
include language which identifies cultural
responsiveness to meet the needs of
traditionally underserved student
populations as an essential element of
PPS employment.

New job classification
specifications which support the
Racial Equity Policy, eliminate
unnecessary minimum
requirements and ensure
equitable pay.

2014-2015 Action
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Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

Data on the diversity of the
applicant pool will be reviewed
and recruitment strategies will
be adjusted as needed.

We will have increased the
Loretta Benjaminpercentage of Letters of Intent by Samuels
10% which will positively impact
the percentage of racially and
linguistically diverse hires for the
2015-16 SY.

Completion of Phase 1 - draft
specs for review

Completion of
Lisa Gardner
classification/compensation study
for non-represented employee
group.

Sponsor
Sean Murray

Sean Murray
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Priority Strategy
Employ recruitment and retention
strategies to increase the racial and
linguistic diversity of staff at every
level in the organization.

2014-2015 Action

Year-End
Intended Outcome

(7) Review classification and
New reclassification processes
reclassification processes to ensure
based on data acquired through
equitable reclassification processes
job analysis and market metrics.
based on job duties. Gather and
disaggregate data to ensure that
employees of color are not excluded from
the reclassification process or
disproportionally denied reclassification.

Workforce Development

(8) Examine employee discipline with an
equity lens to ensure there are no signs
of disproportionate discipline based on
race.

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Quarterly review and reporting of Review of data collected over
reclassification requests by
the last 6 quarters
ethnicity/gender of requestor and
person for whom they request
reclassification as well as
approval/denial of requests.
Track/trend possible inequities
and report to District
administration.

A report will be drafted to
document the findings. Ensuring
that employee discipline is not
disproportionately applied to
minority and historically
underserved populations should
help to ensure that PPS is a
comfortable and supportive
workplace for all employees,
which should help support
recruitment and retention of
employees of color.

8 Redesign hiring (evaluation, and

Create a better Non-rep
(1) Revise and enhance the Nonpromotion) processes to include
represented Employee Evaluation Tool to evaluation tool that aligns with our
cultural responsiveness as a criterion better represent our Racial Equity Policy Racial Equity Policy and supports
for staff positions at every level in the
increasing employees' cultural
organization.
responsiveness.

9 Facilitate development, adoption and
implementation of an affirmative
action policy.

(1) Implement Affirmative Action Plan

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Affirmative Action training
2-year Affirmative Action Plan
delivered to all hiring managers
created.
district-wide. Progress made
towards division and departmental
affirmative action goals.
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Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

Review of data collected over the Lisa Gardner
last 9 quarters; review of any
inequities and determine
corrective actions.

Sponsor
Sean Murray

By January, assignments will be By September, preliminary data Brock Logan
determined and data to be
will have been collected, holes in
collected will be identified.
the data will be identified, and a
plan for completing the data
collection can be framed.

Sean Murray

Will have created a team with
multiple perspectives to assist in
recommending changes to the
non-rep evaluation tool.

Will have an improved Non-rep
evaluation tool ready to share
with supervisors and employees
for the 2015-16 evaluation
process

Sean Murray

Division-specific affirmative
action trainings underway.

All hiring managers trained and Bonnie Gray
knowledgeable about the
Affirmative Action Policy and their
division goals and strategies.

Michelle Riddell

Lolenzo Poe
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2014-2015 Action
Priority Strategy
Facilitate development, adoption and (2) Create workforce diversity data
implementation of an affirmative
reports for all department and division
action policy.
heads to use (disaggregated by race,
gender and linguistics).

10 Engage every teacher, school-based

Workforce Development

(1) Schools will receive differentiated
administrator, and central office-based equity focused professional
development.
administrator in monthly equity
professional development.

(2) School-based Equity Teams will
facilitate equity-focused monthly
professional development with their
buildings.

Year-End
Intended Outcome

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

Sponsor
Sean Murray

Division and department heads
Division and department-level
will have the knowledge and data reports difficult to access.
necessary to support workforce
diversity efforts and our
Affirmative Action Plan work.

Affirmative Action coding
entered by job code into
PeopleSoft. Team of HRIS and
IT will have met and scoped out
the requirements for report
creation.

Self reported capacity to utilize the
Courageous Conversations
(CCAR) protocols to facilitate
monthly equity focused
professional development.

School-based Equity teams
facilitate CCAR using resources
such as their school discipline
and achievement data,
community programs, book
studies.

School-based Equity Teams us Feedback from the school staff Cynthia MacLeod
the CCAR protocols to discuss indicate the use of an Equity lens
building issues such as
for decision making.
achievement and discipline.

Lolenzo Poe

Site based professional
development plans will reflect
monthly equity professional
development modeled at
Leadership Academy sessions.

School based Equity Teams
facilitate monthly professional
development to engage building
staff in CCAR.

Feedback from school-based
Equity Teams indicate that
monthly facilitated equity
focused professional
development activities are useful
in helping staff engage in CCAR.

School-based staff responses to Cynthia MacLeod
annual Equity survey will indicate
the positive impact of equity
professional development and
engagement in CCAR.

Lolenzo Poe

(a) Self reported readiness of
department staff to utilize the
Courageous Conversations About
Race (CCAR) protocols to
facilitate monthly equity focused
professional development, and (b)
department leaders' willingness to
mentor staff to build capacity.

Department staff will be actively
engaged in deepening their own
development in the CCAR
Protocol and in their facilitation
skills.

Department staff will be actively
engaged in deepening their own
development in the CCAR
Protocol and in their facilitation
skills.

Lolenzo Poe

(3) Operational support e-teams will build Feedback from department staff
capacity for staff to facilitate department indicate that they have (a)
equity team work.
deepened their personal and
collective racial consciousness in
order to disrupt institutional and
structural racism and (b)
increased their confidence in their
ability to facilitate/lead CCAR
activities.
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Workforce metrics reports will be Patty Blanchard
created and shared with Division
and department heads. Division
and Department Heads are
consistently using the AA reports
to inform their hiring
opportunities.

Hector Roche
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Priority Strategy
Engage every teacher, school-based
administrator, and central office-based
administrator in monthly equity
professional development.

13 Facilitate parent/family trainings with

Family & Community Engagement

targeted outreach to underserved
families of color.

2014-2015 Action

Year-End
Intended Outcome

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

Sponsor
Lolenzo Poe

(4) Operational support department
leaders will receive coaching support on
how to build on their CCAR leadership,
while sequencing to introducing Critical
Race Theory (CRT) to the equity work.

Leaders will exhibit increased
racial consciousness and equity
leadership behaviors, and
increased use of CRT in
department practices and policy.

(1) Partner with culturally specific
organizations to conduct Parent
Conferences. Inform parents about the
Superintendent's third grade reading
priority and recruit families to DLI
programs. Parents will also learn about
ESL services.

Parent Conferences in top 5
languages will inform parents
about the Superintendent's 3rd
grade reading priority, and access
to PPS programs.

Planning for Latino Parent
Parent Conferences in top 5
Conference underway. Monthly languages completed.
Somali community meetings
have begun.

Van Truong
Debbie Armendariz

Melissa Goff

(2) Collaborate with Office of Student
Supports to create meaningful Family
Engagement Plan for all students around
College and Career Readiness.

Development of opportunities for
historically underrepresented
communities to engage in
discussions about college and
career readiness. Families will
know if their students are on track
to graduate through the
development of a family-friendly
Notice of Progress. Development
of a family engagement plan.

Mock-up completed of essential Letters are completed and sent
skills letter to families; focus
out to families.
group set up with families to
gain their feedback on clarity
and helpfulness of letter.

Shay James
Yeng Dhabolt
Marita Ingalsbe

Antonio Lopez

Self reported readiness of leaders
to build on the Courageous
Conversations (CCAR) protocols
with CRT in providing leadership
to their Equity Teams and staff.
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Leaders will exhibit increased
confidence in leading
discussions using the CCAR
Protocol, in preparation for
introducing CRT.

Leaders will exhibit increased
Hector Roche
confidence in leading discussions
using the CCAR Protocol, in
preparation for introducing CRT.
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2014-2015 Action
Priority Strategy
Apply a Racial Equity Lens to key
(1) Practice use of Equity Lens Tool with
policies, programs, practices and
operational and instructional leadership.
decisions in core business areas with
a focus on differentiating resources to
better support students of color.

Cultural & Organizational Transformation

(2) Apply Equity Lens Tool in budget
development and adoption process for
SY 2015/16 budget.

Year-End
Intended Outcome
Increased capacity and
confidence of leadership to use
the Equity Lens Tool. Increased
use of the Equity Lens Tool in
major departmental decisions.

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)
Evidence from first attempts in
using the Equity Lens Tool
documents.

Increased consideration of race in
decision-making during the budget
development and adoption
process and ultimately, more
equitable funding allocation.

(3) Apply Equity Lens Tool to the
Increase in volunteer applications
background check process in regards to and volunteers approved from our
volunteers. Development of a
underrepresented families.
transparent screening process for
volunteers, contractors and employees
that ensures our students get the
supports they need to be successful.

17 Balance enrollment through boundary

(1) Provide equity professional
changes, grade reconfigurations,
development and staff support for
policy updates, etc. to ensure that
SACET (Superintendent's Action
every student of color has access to a Committee on Enrollment & Transfer) to
strong core program.
help the committee propose
recommended changes to the
Superintendent to align enrollment and
transfer policies with the Racial
Educational Equity Policy.

SACET has built the knowledge,
will and skill to apply the Racial
Equity Lens tool to its analyses
and ultimately recommendations
to the Superintendent regarding
recommended changes to align
the District's enrollment & transfer
policies to the Racial Educational
Equity Policy.

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

Evidence from Equity Lens Tool Evidence from Equity Lens Tool Hector Roche
documents indicates increased documents indicates increased
consideration of race in decision- consideration of race in decisionmaking.
making.

Sponsor
Lolenzo Poe

Board, district staffing team, and 2015/16 budget reflects
David Wynde
budget leadership team trained application of Racial Educational
on Equity Lens Tool. Key points Equity Policy.
of lens tool application in budget
process identified.

Yousef Awwad

Background check committee
established.

SACET members have exhibited SACET will have presented final
increased racial consciousness recommendations to the
and increased skill in utilizing the Superintendent.
Racial Equity Lens tool.
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Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Aggressive recruiting campaign,
transparent screening process
and appeals process developed
and ready for implementation.

George Weatheroy

Tony Magliano

SACET will have reconvened and
begun addressing additional
issues not covered in latest
recommendations.

Judy Brennan
Jon Isaacs
Hector Roche
Jeanine Fukuda

Jon Isaacs
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Priority Strategy
Balance enrollment through boundary
changes, grade reconfigurations,
policy updates, etc. to ensure that
every student of color has access to a
strong core program.

18 Establish and implement an Equity in
Public Purchasing & Contracting
(EPPC) policy.

2014-2015 Action

Year-End
Intended Outcome

Sept 2014
Baseline Metric(s)

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

Sponsor
Jon Isaacs

(2) Participate in the District-wide
Boundary Review Committee by having a
staff seat on the committee; providing
equity professional development to the
committee members; and applying the
Equity Lens in the development of a
boundary change framework and
analysis of new boundary map options.

DBRAC will have developed a
new values-based framework and
updated policies to guide future
boundary review with racial equity
in enrollment, program offerings
and boundary lines as a core
value.

(1) Purchase and implement MWESB
tracking software to track percentage of
contract spending in construction,
architecture, engineering, and related
services (Division 48 and 49) going to
Oregon certified MWESBs.

MWESB tracking software
implemented and data collection
and reporting started.

Currently only tracking spending
in the Bond program.

Software vendor selected via
Tracking software system fully
David Wynde
RFP and contract in draft form; implemented and beginning to
implementation process started. obtain data on MWESB spending
on Div. 48/49 contracts.

Yousef Awwad

(2) Improve Workforce Equity program
implementation and processes in
conjunction with City of Portland
(program administrator).

Continue to meet or exceed goal,
on construction contracts
>$200,000, of 20% of eligible
labor hours performed by stateregistered apprentices.

Completed first summer of
construction work with Workforce
Equity program in place. Met or
exceeded 20% goal on average,
but process improvements
needed.

Staff will meet with City of
Portland to clarify roles and
improve communication and
processes to better assure
contractor compliance with
Workforce requirements.

Obtain timely monthly reporting of David Wynde
apprenticeship data from City.
Meet or exceed 20% goal for
IP15 summer work and other
construction work. Fewer
contractor compliance issues.

Yousef Awwad

GFE forms and processes revised
to improve solicitation outcomes.
Little or no feedback from
MWESB contracting community
received.

Design outreach plan and
deadline to establish advisory
group of MWESB contractors
regarding our GFE program and
outcomes.

Gather and report feedback from David Wynde
MWESB contractors. Use
feedback to plan next steps to
improve program efficacy.

Yousef Awwad

(3) Obtain feedback and revise Good
Improve efficacy of GFE program
Faith Effort (GFE) program as needed to to increase opportunities for
ensure that it is working to increase
MWESB contractors.
opportunities for MWESB contractors.

DBRAC is formed and has
agreed on a timeline for
completing its charge leading to
PPS adopting a new, more
equitable school boundary map
in January 2016.
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PPS School Board has approved Judy Brennan
new boundary review framework Jon Isaacs
and policy. PPS staff has
developed new boundary map
options to present to DBRAC and
the community at large for
feedback.
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Year-End
Sept 2014
2014-2015 Action
Intended Outcome
Baseline Metric(s)
Priority Strategy
Increase MWESB participation in In hiring process for new EPPC
Establish and implement an Equity in (4) Continue and improve outreach to
certified firms and to minority and women- PPS contracting
Manager
Public Purchasing & Contracting
owned businesses.
(EPPC) policy.

(5) Plan and implement Minority
Evaluator Program to be applied to
Requests for Proposals under Division
48 (Architecture, Engineering, and
Related Services) and Division 49 (Public
Improvements). The Minority Evaluator
Program ("MEP") would require that
district departments use one or more
external evaluators from the minority
contracting community, such as minority
Chambers of Commerce, in evaluating
RFP responses.

Thorough evaluation of best
practices, processes, procedures,
and costs associated with Minority
Evaluator Program. Begin
implementation of MEP in
Divisions 48 and 49.

Purchasing & Contracting does
not currently have any rules or
processes governing choice of or
use of evaluators. Process for
choosing evaluators occurs at
department level.

15 of 15

Jan 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Sep 2015
Progress Indicator(s)

Lead

EPPC Manager hired and
renewed outreach efforts
underway; update website to
clarify upcoming opportunities
and instructions for bidding with
PPS; begin monitoring MWESB
vendor registration in PPS's
electronic bidding system
(PlanetBids).

Increased MWESB vendor
registration in PlanetBids and
participation in bidding
opportunities. Obtain feedback
from firms that chose not to
submit bids or proposals.

Meet with City of Portland/PDC's
MEP Program Administrator to
discuss City's program and
progress. Begin process of
collecting data and evaluating
and exploring program
parameters.

Continue work begun in
David Wynde
December/January. Draft
Administrative Directive for
Superintendent's review and
approval. Begin implementation
process.

David Wynde

Sponsor
Yousef Awwad

Yousef Awwad
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Purchases, Bids, Contracts
The Superintendent RECOMMENDS adoption of the following item:

Number 5017

2

RESOLUTION No. 5017
Revenue Contracts that Exceed $25,000 Limit for Delegation of Authority
RECITAL
Portland Public Schools (“District”) Public Contracting Rules PPS-45-0200 (“Authority to Approve District
Contracts; Delegation of Authority to Superintendent”) requires the Board of Education (“Board”) to enter
into and approve all contracts, except as otherwise expressly authorized. Contracts exceeding $25,000 per
contractor are listed below.
RESOLUTION
The Superintendent recommends that the Board approve these contracts. The Board accepts this
recommendation and by this resolution authorizes the Deputy Clerk to enter into agreements in a form
approved by General Counsel for the District.
NEW REVENUE CONTRACTS
No New Revenue Contracts
NEW INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENTS / REVENUE (“IGA/Rs”)

Contractor
Canby School District

Contract
Term
1/26/2015
through
6/30/2015

Contract Type

Description of Services

Intergovernmental
Agreement/Revenue

Columbia Regional Program
will provide classroom services
to regionally eligible deaf/hard
of hearing students in the
Canby School District.

IGA/R 61439

Contract
Amount
$36,026

Responsible
Administrator,
Funding Source
H. Adair
Fund 299
Dept. 9999
Grant S0031

AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING REVENUE CONTRACTS
Amendment
Amount
Contractor
Concordia University

Contract
Term
6/24/2014
through
9/30/2017

Contract Type
Cost Sharing
Agreement
R 60832
Amendment 2

Description of Services
Funds additional architecture
services for the joint
development of Faubion.

Y. Awwad

3

Contract
Amount

Responsible
Administrator,
Funding Source

$773,191

T. Magliano

$879,304

Fund 438
Dept. 5511
Project J0177

